
The 
Bosch
Kitchen.

The designer 
difference at Lowe’s.
Lowe’s offers a one-on-one design experience through their Project Specialist Interiors 
(PSI) program. Schedule an in-store meeting to share your inspiration, explore design 
ideas, and discuss color and finish options. Lowe’s designers can help bring your next 
residential renovation project to life.

1. Get a referral 

Discuss your kitchen or bath project with a 
Lowe’s associate who can refer you to a PSI. The 
PSI will contact you to schedule a free in-store 
consultation.

2. Meet at Lowe’s 

For the free in-store visit (2-4 hours), bring 
photos, measurements, and design inspiration. 
You and the PSI will discuss design ideas, shop 
for product options and set a budget.

3. Follow up at home 

If you move forward, the PSI will set up 
an in-home visit with a contractor to verify 
measurements and the scope of the project. A 
$75 fee is required at this stage, and is good 
toward your installation cost. 

4. Finalize at Lowe’s  

You’ll meet the PSI in store to review the final 
design, product choices, costs, and timelines 
– all assembled in a binder you can take home. 
After you confirm financing and sign a contract, 
you’ll be assigned a project coordinator who will 
schedule product delivery and installation.Project completed by a Lowe’s Project Specialist 

Interiors in Poway, California.

For more information or to schedule a consultation, visit Lowes.com/kitchenandbath.
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Perceivable Quality 
We pride ourselves on an 
extraordinarily high level of 
engineering quality that’s 
perceivable by all the senses. 
Unsurpassed fit and finish 
extend throughout our 
product lines, adding an 
immaculate feel of quality 
while enabling perfectly 
flush installations for a clean, 
uncluttered look.

Bosch
in every detail.
As the definitive European kitchen for the premium market, Bosch offers a sleek, streamlined look that 
complements modern, transitional and traditional kitchen styles. Put simply, a Bosch kitchen elevates any home. 
With our heritage in quality German engineering, a Bosch kitchen is the precise balance of form and function.

Surprisingly Simple Solutions 
In a world that has grown 
increasingly complex, Bosch 
simplifies life’s chaos by 
giving our customers peace of 
mind. Whether it’s the loading 
flexibility in our dishwashers 
or the remarkably fast cooking 
time in our speed oven, Bosch 
appliances offer surprisingly 
simple solutions that will make 
your life easier.

Perfect Results
Through purposeful design 
and the precision of German 
engineering, Bosch delivers 
perfect results. From the Genuine 
European Convection that 
provides even baking on all three 
oven racks, to AutoChef® mode 
that offers faster cooking time, 
Bosch kitchen appliances make 
the time you spend in the kitchen 
simply more enjoyable.



Get Inspired to Design the Perfect Bosch Kitchen.

Traditional
B26FT80SNS

HGI8054UC

HMV8053U

SHS5AVF5UC

Sophisticated
DHD3014UC

HBL8451UC

NET8068SUC

HWD5051UC

HMC80152UC

B21CL80SNS

SHP68T55UC

Modern
B21CL80SNS

DHD3614UC

HBL8751UC

NIT8666SUC

SHXN8U55UC

Small
Spaces
NGM5455UC

HUI31451UC

HBE5451UC

B10CB80NVW

SPV68U53UC

WAT28402UC 

WTG86402UC

Visit Lowes.com/Bosch to explore more Bosch kitchen appliances and learn about our promotions.


